
A subgrid sale model aounting for rapid distortion and spetral equilibrium limitsin variable density �ows : appliation to shok tube experimentsO. Soulard, J. Gri�ond, A. Burbeau & D. Sou�andCEA/DAM/DIF, Bruyères-le-Châtel, 91297 Arpajon Cedexolivier.soulard�ea.frSine the pioneering work of Youngs [1℄, large eddy simulation (LES) has gained interest as a toolfor prediting the turbulent variable density �ows enountered in shok tube experiments. In theseexperiments, the turbulent �eld is submitted to rapid ompression and expansions, as well as largeaelerations reating stable or unstable strati�ations. These interations an be strong enough to a�etthe small sales of turbulene and may lead to a state of rapidly distorted turbulene (RDT). On theother hand, in between interations, turbulene is left to deay and di�use, so that it tends to a state ofspetral equilibrium.As stressed in several works [2, 3, 4℄, the small sales of turbulene � and onsequently the subgridsale (SGS) model aounting for their presene in LES � behave di�erently whether in the RDT or inthe spetral equilibrium regime.In the spetral equilibrium limit, the small sale part of the turbulent spetrum an be shown todepend linearly on mean gradients [5℄. By integrating this equilibrium spetrum, Smagorinsky-like SGSmodels are then obtained and justi�ed [6℄. Suh derivations have essentially been applied to the ontextof onstant density �ows. An extension to strati�ed �ows was given in [7℄, but with an erroneousequilibrium spetrum [5℄. Besides, it seems that no derivation takes into aount the e�ets of a meanompression/expansion.As for the RDT limit, several studies [2, 3, 4℄ point out that Smagorinsky-like models fail to reproduethe main behavior of small turbulent sales. Sale-similarity and mixed models [8℄, on the other hand,are shown to perform better. Most of these onlusions are based on observations from experiments anddiret simulations. However, they are not sustained by any theory. To the authors' knowledge, there isno derivation of a SGS model expliitly based on RDT assumptions.Thus, the aim of this work is to derive a SGS model oherent with the RDT limit, and also with thespetral equilibrium limit when mean strati�ation and ompression/expansion are applied.For this purpose, two idealized problems are onsidered, eah orresponding to one of the two abovementioned asymptoti limits. In the �rst ase, an initially homogeneous and isotropi turbulene withdensity �utuations is subjeted to a rapid distortion. This distortion may be aused by strain, om-pression or strati�ation. A formal solution for the SGS �uxes and varianes of veloity and densityis established under RDT assumptions. Then, this exat solution is shown to be mathed by a sale-similarity model. This sale-similarity model is di�erent from the usual one derived in [8℄, as it is basedon the Leonard tensor of the �ltered veloity and density gradients.The seond ase also onsists in an initially homogeneous and isotropi turbulene with density �u-tuations, but this time subjeted to an in�nitely weak distortion. An asymptoti analysis of the spetralmodel of Canuto & Dubovikov [9℄ is performed in this limit. A SGS model is dedued by integrating theresulting spetra. Smagorinsky-like expressions are obtained.Finally, the general ase is treated by making a heuristi assumption. An arbitrary limit Froudenumber Fl is introdued. Sales having a Froude number smaller than Fl are assumed to be in theRDT regime. Otherwise, they are assumed to be in equilibrium. Eah part of the spetrum is modeledaordingly, making use of the two SGS models derived previously. As a result, a mixed model is obtained,that naturally aounts for RDT and spetral equilibrium limits.In order to validate the derived SGS model, a priori tests are performed with the DNS ode Trilade.The �rst test onsists in the interation of an expansion wave with a homogeneous and isotropi mixtureinitially at rest. By varying the intensity of the wave, RDT onditions as well as spetral equilibriumonditions an be met. This allows to verify the two building bloks of the model independently. Aseond test onsisting in a Rayleigh-Taylor on�guration is also performed.Referenes[1℄ D. Youngs. Laser Part. Beams, 12:725-750, 1994.[2℄ L. Shao, S. Sarkar and C. Pantano. Phys. Fluids, 11:1229-1248, 1999.[3℄ S. Liu, J. Katz and C. Meneveau. J. Fluid Meh., 387:281-320, 1999.[4℄ J, Chen, J. Katz and C. Meneveau. J. Fluid Eng., 127:840-849, 2005.[5℄ T. Ishihara, K. Yoshida, and Y. Kaneda. Phys. Rev. Lett., 88:154501, 2002.[6℄ Y. Li and C. Meneveau. Phys. Fluids, 16:3483-3486, 2004.[7℄ A. Yoshizawa. J. Phys. So. Jap., 52:1194-1205, 1983.[8℄ J. Bardina, J.H. Ferziger, W.C. Reynolds AIAA paper, 80:1357, 1980.[9℄ V.M. Canuto and M.S. Dubovikov Phys. Fluids, 8:571-586, 1995.


